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+ Spray
system
REN ENAR duplex rollers have a tank spray
system and a water distributor for both drums.

+ Security
User Safety
The REN ENAR duplex rollers thanks to their
emergency control system guarantee the 
safety of the user at work.

REN

+ Simplicity
of design .
ZEN ENAR Duplex rollers have an economical 
design without sacrificing their compaction
performance.

REN DUPLEX hydraulic rollers are an excellent choice for compaction 

enbankments.

VARIETY AND EFFFICIENCY

engines and other options according to each user´s needs.

DUPLEX HYDRAULIX ROLLERS 

MODEL WEIGHT
(Kg)

CENTRIFUGAL
FORCE
(kN)

SPEED 
(m/min) POWER

(kW)
ENGINE FUEL START STOP

Go ahead Back

REN 550 GH 550 12 0-5 0-2 4.8 HONDA GX 200 Gasoline Manual Electric

REN 600 DH 585 12 0-5 0-2 3.2 HAZT IB 20 Diesel Electric Manual

TECHNICAL DATA

Diesel or gasoline engines

Water tank capacity: 45l.

Chain drive system.

Accessibility to small spaces.

Frequency: 60Hz.

Lifting hook for easy loading and unloading

Electric start system
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+ Safety
for the operator
The REN ENAR hydraulic rollers thanks to their
emergency control system guarantee the 
safety of the user at work.

HYDRAULIC ROLLERS REN

Water tank capacity: 45l

Frecuency: 60Hz

Handle with vibration absorption system.

Access to narrow sites.

Lifting hook for easy loading and unloading

Front auxiliary lighting

Hydraulic transmission system with independent motors for each roller.

REN hydraulic rollers are an excellent choice for compaction 

enbankments.

VARIETY AND EFFFICIENCY

engines and other options according to each user´s needs.

MODEL WEIGHT
(Kg)

CENTRIFUGAL
FORCE
(kN)

SPEED 
(m/min)

POWER
(kW)

ENGINE

REN 650 DK 640 10.8 0-3,5 4 KUBOTA E75NB3

TECHNICAL DATA

+ Robust
& resistant.
REN range rollers have a shock-proof 
structure to protect engine and provide a 
long life span.

+ Maintenance
low.
Maintenance routines are few and easy 
because of  a simple design.

+ Sprinkler
system.
REN range rollers have a water tank and 
distribution pipes for both rolling drums.
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